Certified ScrumMaster® Course (CSM)

Scrum is by far the most popular of the Agile frameworks for developing complex products and advancing business agility within any organization.

Beyond learning the Scrum framework and the underlying Agile principles, practices, techniques to succeed as a ScrumMaster, our trainers inspire, challenge, and motivate.

After completing this course attendees can opt-in to become a Certified ScrumMaster® by passing a short exam on the Scrum Alliance website.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
By the end of the workshop you will be able to:

Describe the Scrum framework to others
• roles and responsibilities
• use of each artifact
• purpose of each meeting/ceremony

Explain the difference between the Scrum framework and other processes and systems
• contrast with Waterfall
• contrast ScrumMaster role with traditional roles
• contrast the Scrum product backlog with traditional requirements

Be a successful ScrumMaster for a Scrum team
• be a change agent leader
• facilitate each type of Scrum meeting
• know how to detect and correct potential impediments to Scrum success
• help a team adopt Scrum or improve their use of Scrum
• have difficult conversations about process, structures and values
• use several different conflict resolution techniques

Help a Scrum team plan successfully
• plan a release
• plan a sprint
• use different estimating techniques
• create/maintain a prioritized product backlog

Create a personal plan for the future
• list 3 immediate action items for personal change
• pass the Scrum Alliance CSM test
• become a Certified Scrum Professional® (CSP) 24-36 months after becoming a CSM; visit www.scrumalliance.org for details.

CSM TRAINING INCLUDES
• Continental breakfast, lunch and beverages (public courses)
• Two-year membership in the Scrum Alliance, a $50 value
• Bound copy of the course materials
• CSM Exam Prep Review booklet
• Access to free Scrum and Agile resources
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UNLIKE OTHER CSM TRAININGS, AGILE FOR ALL TRAINERS USE ACCELERATED LEARNING TECHNIQUES TO MAXIMIZE LEARNING AND RETENTION. YOU’LL ALSO HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO PRACTICE CORE SKILLS OF FACILITATION, COACHING, CONFLICT RESOLUTION AND LEADERSHIP.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

If you work in an organization that creates any sort of product, then you are an ideal CSM candidate. While the course is primarily designed for people filling the role of ScrumMaster, anyone who wants to help their organization be more successful is encouraged to attend.

• Architects
• Business Analysts
• DBAs
• Developers
• Directors
• Documentation Specialists
• Executives
• Managers
• Marketing People
• Product Managers
• Project Managers
• Testers
• Team Members
• Sales People
• Operations and Support
• Technical Writers
• Trainers

WHAT PARTICIPANTS SAY

“Course was very clear on the distinct advantages of using Scrum and why it follows common sense.”

“I expected to get a ‘pre-recorded’ and ‘scripted’ class. Instead, I got a collaborative experience, which was worlds better than the typical trainings I’ve sat through.”

“The right balance of geek and plain speak.”

“This training was incredibly helpful for understanding the Scrum process and how it can change our business.”

“Very practical and helpful information. It actually applies to more than just in the workforce. This class was very interactive, which helped our team significantly in learning and applying the material.”

“Helped to set my expectations for using Scrum in THE real world.”

To register and for more information, visit: agileforall.com/upcoming-courses/